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A nuclear mass survey of rare-earth isotopes has been conducted with the Canadian Penning
Trap mass spectrometer using the most neutron-rich nuclei thus far extracted from the CARIBU
facility. We present a collection of 12 nuclear masses determined with a precision of ≤ 10 keV/c2

for Z = 58 − 63 nuclei near N = 100. Independently, a detailed study exploring the role of nuclear
masses in the formation of the r-process rare-earth abundance peak has been performed. Employing
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique, mass predictions of lanthanide isotopes have been
made which uniquely reproduce the observed solar abundances near A = 164 under three distinct
astrophysical outflow conditions. We demonstrate that the mass surface trends thus far mapped
out by our measurements are most consistent with MCMC mass predictions given an r process that
forms the rare-earth peak during an extended (n,γ)�(γ,n) equilibrium.

With new observational data in hand [1–3], the era
of multi-messenger astrophysics presents promising paths
toward understanding the nucleosynthesis of the heaviest
elements via the rapid neutron capture process (r pro-
cess). Now with the ability to probe single events, more
can be said about the nature of the astrophysical sites
that enriched our solar system. In order to properly an-
alyze new observables, we must acknowledge that heavy
neutron-rich nuclei, many of which have yet to be exper-
imentally probed, put their signature on astrophysical
abundances and electromagnetic transients [4–6]. Thus,
it has become more pressing to exploit opportunities to
address key unknown nuclear physics properties.

With recent advancements in neutron-rich nuclei pro-
duction at rare isotope beam facilities [7–9], significant
effort has been made to expand the landscape of nu-
clear physics inputs for r-process calculations includ-
ing nuclear mass measurements with improved sensitiv-
ity [10, 11]; half-lives of previously unobserved isotopes
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[12]; and accurately constrained neutron capture rates
[13]. In parallel with such experimental progress, ad-
vancements in machine learning methods and Bayesian
techniques provide a unique opportunity to synthesize
new experimental nuclear physics information and as-
trophysical observables. In this Letter, we demonstrate
the power of such a synergy by considering the for-
mation of the solar rare-earth abundance peak during
r-process nucleosynthesis given results from a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach [14–16]. We re-
port the nuclear masses of 12 neutron-rich lanthanide iso-
topes measured with the Canadian Penning Trap mass
spectrometer (CPT) [17], including the first measure-
ments of 152,153Ce and 156,157Pr. These measurements
probe the most neutron-rich lanthanide masses reported
to date and do so with a precision of ≤ 10 keV/c2.

To narrow in on the nuclear physics properties required
for peak formation in a given type of astrophysical out-
flow, the MCMC algorithm performs mass adjustments
in the neutron-rich lanthanide region and considers how
well the resultant rare-earth peak abundances match ob-
servational solar data [18]. The predicted mass surfaces
are intimately tied to the astrophysical outflow condi-
tions since the required features depend on the initial
r-process path (location of most abundant species) and
the time evolution of neutron flux and density. Alongside
the recent CPT mass results of Refs. [19, 20], we present
our new measurements along Z = 58−63 isotopic chains
and for the first time make an extensive comparison to
MCMC mass predictions given three distinct astrophys-
ical outflows potentially found in neutron star merger
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environments [16]. Through such comparisons we can
illuminate the dominant conditions responsible for the
lanthanide element enrichment of our solar system.

The neutron-rich lanthanide masses presented in this
Letter were measured with the CPT using low-energy
ion beams from the Californium Rare Isotope Breeder
Upgrade (CARIBU) facility [7] at Argonne National Lab-
oratory. Each of these radioisotope ion beams originate
from the spontaneously produced fission fragments of a
∼1 Ci 252Cf source which were extracted from a helium-
filled gas catcher at a charge state of q = 2+. From this
continuous stream of ions, a single mass-to-charge ratio
(A/q) was filtered using a pair of dipole magnets and
ion bunches were then formed with a radio-frequency
(rf) quadrupole cooler/buncher at a continuous rate of
10-20 Hz. They were then isochronously cycled inside
the multireflection time-of-flight mass separator (MR-
TOF) [21] for up to 20 ms until separation of isobaric
and molecular contamination from the ions of interest
was realized — routinely with mass resolving power of
R = m/∆m > 100 000. Precise mass selection was per-
formed with a Bradbury-Nielsen gate located at the MR-
TOF exit and the emerging purified bunched-beam was
delivered to the low-energy experimental area where fur-
ther cooling was performed inside a linear Paul trap prior
to injection into the CPT.

Once captured inside the Penning trap, cyclotron fre-
quencies (νc) of trapped ions were measured using the
phase-imaging ion-cyclotron-resonance (PI-ICR) tech-
nique [10] following the approach outlined in Ref. [22]. In
this method, νc is calculated by measuring the accumu-
lation of an ion’s mass-dependent orbital motion while
no rf excitations are applied to the Penning trap elec-
trodes. By adjusting this excitation-free duration —the
accumulation time (tacc)— we can probe the instanta-
neous phase of orbital motion by ejecting the ions from
the Penning trap towards a position-sensitive microchan-
nel plate detector (MCP) located downstream, parallel
to the plane of radial motion inside the trap. A sin-
gle νc measurement is a two-step procedure involving an
initial reference phase measurement where no phase ad-
vance is permitted, followed by a final phase measure-
ment where the mass-dependent phase advance is gov-
erned by tacc. The cyclotron frequency is simply given
by: νc = (φc + 2πN)/(2πtacc), where N is the number
of laps the ion completes during tacc and φc represents
the fractional final lap obtained by measuring the angle
between the reference and final phases.

This is the opportune technique to study the most
neutron-rich nuclear masses available at CARIBU, par-
ticularly in the rare-earth region where half-lives gener-
ally exceed a few hundred ms [12]. Mass resolution of
up to R ≈ 25 000 000 has been achieved with the CPT
[23] and experimental sensitivity to measure masses of
fission fragments from CARIBU with yields as low as
∼ 1 × 10−5% has already been demonstrated [19].

Each CPT mass measurement begins by systemati-
cally identifying the isobars and molecular contaminants

present in the beam through a series of final phase
measurements with progressively higher mass resolution.
Once the selected isotope’s approximate νc is unambigu-
ously determined, high-resolution measurements of νc
were conducted in adherence to the established guidelines
detailed in Refs. [22, 24] to minimize systematic uncer-
tainties. The most stark systematic feature in the data is
due to residual magnetron motion possessed by the ions
as the Penning trap measurement cycle begins. Individ-
ual νc measurements display a clear tacc-dependence de-
scribed by a sinusoidal oscillation about the true νc at the
frequency of magnetron motion inside the trap. Because
of this effect, the true νc is most accurately determined by
conducting several final phase measurements at accumu-
lation times spanning ∼1 ms and fitting the data points
to a simple sinusoidal model. This phenomenon and the
accuracy of cyclotron frequencies inferred by this model
are discussed further in Ref. [22]. Sample results from
the νc measurement of 157Pr2+ are illustrated in Fig. 1.
A plot of the tacc = 90.477 ms data showing the final
phase projections on the MCP is given in Fig. 1a. In this
∼1 hour of data accumulation, 57 ions of 157Pr were ob-
served. In total, five final phase measurements were made
with accumulation times ranging between 89.86 ms and
90.447 ms and the true cyclotron frequency was found
from the fit shown in Fig. 1b. Finally, masses were de-
termined from the cyclotron frequencies of one of our ref-
erence ions, 82,84Kr+ and C6H+

6 —measured under iden-
tical experimental conditions. These are all readily avail-
able from CARIBU, have masses known with ultra-high
precision, and have A/q values similar to the ions of in-
terest. A summary of the new CPT mass measurements
are presented in Table I. Several of these masses were
first reported in a 2018 PhD thesis [24] and have already
been incorporated into the 2020 atomic mass evaluation
(AME2020) [25]. To avoid self-reference, Table I includes
a comparison to values from both the AME2020 and the
previous edition, AME2016 [26]. Where available, a com-
parison is also given between our values and previous
measurements.

Our results consist of 12 neutron-rich lanthanide iso-
tope masses including the first reported mass measure-
ments of 152,153Ce and 156,157Pr. We find that each of
these four masses are less bound than extrapolated val-
ues from AME2020. We also report the first Penning trap
mass measurements of 154Ce and 154Pr. Previously, a
mass excess of -52540(577) keV was determined for 154Ce
from the observation of six events in a storage ring [27].
This measurement was not included in AME2020 because
the value was 320 keV more bound than expected from
the local mass surface trend [28]. Our measured mass ex-
cess of -52068.9(24) keV is within the large uncertainty
of the previous measurement and is even less bound than
the AME2020 prediction. For 154Pr, the only previous
mass value was derived from a single β−-endpoint energy
measurement [29] and its evaluated mass had changed
by 240 keV between the AME2016 and AME2020 due to
a 2018 CPT mass measurement of its β−-decay daugh-
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FIG. 1. Highlights from the νc measurement of 157Pr2+.
Panel (a) is a histogram of detected ion locations on the face
of the MCP during a tacc = 90.447 ms final phase measure-
ment. The orbital positions of 157Pr2+ and 157Nd2+ ions are
labelled alongside a central cluster of unexcited ions. In panel
(b) the νc values of 157Pr2+ from five distinct final phase mea-
surements near tacc = 90 ms are fit to a model, described in
Ref. [22], to reveal the true νc (gray dashed line).

ter, 154Nd [19]. Here, we have accurately established the
154Pr mass for the first time with a value lying in-between
the two previous evaluations, reinforcing the value in
measuring masses directly.

The six remaining cases in Table I (152,153Pr, 157Nd,
161Pm, and 163,165Eu) were previously studied with
Penning traps using the time-of-flight ion-cyclotron-
resonance technique (TOF-ICR) [30]. Evaluated masses
of 152,153Pr in the AME2020 are both taken from prior
CPT values found in Refs. [31, 32] from 2006 and 2012,
respectively. Our new results for these two isotopes are
more precise but for 153Pr we find differences of 2.5σ
and 2.1σ from the values listed in Refs. [31] and [32],
respectively. However, the mass of 153Pr from the 2012
publication is a weighted average that incorporates the
prior 2006 measurement. Comparing our new value of
-61547.5(24) keV directly to the raw 2012 measurement

of -61540(36) keV [32], we find excellent agreement. The
mass of 157Nd was also first reported by the CPT in
Ref. [32]. Here, we find agreement with this previous
value while reducing the uncertainty from 43 keV to
2.2 keV. Finally, the masses of 161Pm and 163,165Eu were
recently reported by JYFLTRAP[33] and in each of these
cases we find consistent results. Notably, for 161Pm we
offer a significant factor of six improvement in precision.

We explore the implications of our neutron-rich lan-
thanide mass measurements from Table I alongside those
from recent CPT results [19, 20] by comparing to MCMC
calculations which find the masses capable of forming the
r-process rare-earth abundance peak [16]. Masses are of
particular interest since they can reflect the presence of a
sub-shell closure or nuclear deformation which make nu-
clei more stable than neighboring species. These features
of enhanced stability influence the nuclear reaction and
decay rates and make it possible for the rare-earth peak
to dynamically form during nucleosynthesis. Our MCMC
procedure builds such features by introducing an addi-
tional term to the mass values from a model which lacks
a sufficiently strong nuclear structure feature in the lan-
thanide region and thus sees rare-earth abundances which
are on average flat, the Duflo-Zuker (DZ) mass model [34]
(see Refs. [14–16]). Our MCMC procedure is also trained
to obey a few basic nuclear physics properties. Measured
masses from AME2012 [35] with 140 ≤ A ≤ 190 are
considered in a general way by enforcing that the root-
mean-square deviations from our predicted masses are no
larger than they are from the DZ predictions. We impose
further constraints on our mass solutions by considering
the odd-even staggering of one-neutron separation ener-
gies and by taking measures to ensure that we do not
introduce a feature of comparable strength to a shell clo-
sure (see Ref. [16] for details). We emphasize that the
algorithm is in no way informed of the CPT mass mea-
surements of Refs. [19, 20] or of those presented in this
work.

Here we consider the three distinct conditions de-
scribed in Ref. [16] which are parameterized in terms
of entropy (s) and dynamical timescale (τ). These out-
flows are all moderately neutron-rich with an electron
fraction (Ye) of 0.20. We name the three outflow condi-
tions according to their distinct behavior: ‘hot’ for the
case in which photodissociation plays a key role at early
times through (n,γ)�(γ,n) equilibrium and remains in-
fluential at later times, ‘cold’ for the case that photodis-
sociation fails to compete with neutron capture and β-
decay even at early times, and a ‘hot/cold’ case with
dynamics in between the two extremes that is initially
determined by (n,γ)�(γ,n) equilibrium but follows cold
dynamics at later times. All such conditions are sug-
gested by modern simulations to take place in accretion
disk winds as well as merger dynamical ejecta [36–41].
Since a distribution of outflow conditions can be found
in astrophysical events, our exploration of the type of
outflows which dominate solar system enrichment could
be mapped back to site(s) through comparison with sim-
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TABLE I. New CPT mass measurements of Z = 58− 63 isotopes. The measured cyclotron frequency ratios (νrefc /νc) and mass
excesses (ME) are given alongside those from AME2016 and AME2020 — including non-experimental values denoted by #.
Where available, differences (∆) from other directly measured mass results are noted.

Neutral atom ME [keV]

Ion reference ion r = νrefc /νc CPT other ∆(CPT − other) AME2016 AME2020

152Ce2+ C6H6
+ 0.973 367 710(16) -58878.3(23) -58980(200)# -58980(200)#

153Ce2+ C6H6
+ 0.979 802 813(17) -54711.5(24) -54910(200)# -54910(200)#

154Ce2+ C6H6
+ 0.986 227 433(18) -52068.9(24) -52540(577)a 471(577) -52220(200)# -52220(200)#

152Pr2+ C6H6
+ 0.973 333 983(69) -63782.2(98) -63758(19)b -24(21) -63758(19) -63758(19)

153Pr2+ C6H6
+ 0.979 755 797(17) -61547.5(24) -61540(36)c -8(36) -61568(12) -61568(12)

154Pr2+ C6H6
+ 0.986 186 636(18) -58000.7(25) -58100(110) -57860(100)

156Pr2+ C6H6
+ 0.999 044 585 2(69) -51449.2(10) -51570(200)# -51449.3(10)e

157Pr2+ C6H6
+ 1.005 471 763(22) -48434.7(32) -48540(300)# -48435(3)e

157Nd2+ C6H6
+ 1.005 416 333(15) -56494.2(22) -56464(43)b -30(43) -56462(25) -56494.1(2.1)e

161Pm2+ 84Kr+ 0.959 023 431(59) -50086.5(92) -50107.6(593)d 21(60) -50240(300)# -50087(9)e

163Eu2+ 82Kr+ 0.994 581 461 2(59) -56573.83(90) -56575.7(38)d 1.9(3.9) -56480(70) -56573.8(9)c
165Eu2+ 84Kr+ 0.982 854 075(64) -50735(10) -50726.9(60)d -8.1(11.7) -50720(140)# -50729(5)e

a FRS-ESR measurement, 2016 [27]
b CPT (TOF-ICR), 2006 [31]
c CPT (TOF-ICR), 2012 [32]
d JYFLTRAP (TOF-ICR), 2020 [33]
e AME2020 value contains the CPT result given here. Originally listed in a 2018 PhD thesis (Ref. [24])

ulation predictions.

In Fig. 2, we show the rare-earth abundances given the
mass predictions when our MCMC procedure is applied
in two distinct outflows. In both cases we are able to
successfully find masses which accommodate rare-earth
peak formation. These mass predictions are distinct and
tied to the conditions, which is clear from considering
results when the solution found in one condition is ap-
plied in the other and vice versa. Therefore comparisons
between the MCMC mass solutions and mass measure-
ments, such as those presented here, can hint at the type
of outflow conditions able to accommodate both experi-
mental and observational solar data.

We compare our MCMC mass predictions to CPT
mass measurements for six isotopic chains of rare-earth
elements (Z = 58−63) in Fig. 3. Predictions are derived
using the parallel chains method of MCMC where the
average and standard deviation of 50 independent runs
supplies our error estimate. Note that in the cold case
predicted mass features are concentrated at Z = 58, as
compared to the hot and hot/cold cases where features
are centered at Z = 60, and MCMC mass adjustments
fall off exponentially from the center. This means pre-
dictions several proton numbers away from 58 and 60
will mostly return to DZ baseline. Therefore, compar-
isons between prediction and measurement where mass
features are concentrated are of greatest importance but
behavior in nearby isotopic chains can still provide valu-
able hints at local nuclear structure. The mass predic-
tions found given hot outflow conditions are those which
consistently match the trends in the experimental data.
In the hot case, masses with N = 102, and particularly
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FIG. 2. Rare-earth peak abundances given the average masses
predicted in Ref. [16] when two distinct astrophysical outflow
conditions (‘hot’ in red and ‘cold’ in blue) are considered in
the MCMC calculations (solid lines). Dotted lines show re-
sults when the average masses found to produce the rare-earth
peak in a given condition are applied in a distinctly different
condition.

N = 104, are most important for rare-earth peak forma-
tion [16]. From examining Sm and Eu isotopic chains,
we see that experiment confirms the presence of this pre-
dicted N = 102 behavior. In contrast, the dip in the mass
surface starting at N = 100 predicted in both cold and
hot/cold cases is not observed in any of the experimen-
tally probed isotopic chains. However, the key features
forming the rare-earth peak in cold and hot/cold cases
are at N = 108 and N = 106, respectively [16]; just
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FIG. 3. Precision CPT mass measurements of neutron-rich lanthanides with Z = 58−63 from this work alongside Refs. [19, 20]
as compared to the masses predicted by the MCMC calculations of Ref. [16] (shown relative to the Duflo-Zuker mass model)
given three distinct astrophysical outflow conditions: a ‘hot’ outflow with s = 30 kB/baryon and τ = 70 ms (red), a ‘cold’
outflow with s = 10 kB/baryon and τ = 3 ms (blue), and a ‘hot/cold’ outflow with s = 20 kB/baryon and τ = 10 ms (green).

beyond the reach of current experiments.
Although we look forward to next generation facili-

ties such as the N = 126 factory [42] and the Facility
for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB), we have shown that
our new measurements have already begun to map out
potential onset of key mass trend features, particularly
those predicted by the hot astrophysical outflow mass so-
lution at N = 100 − 102. We note that the framework
of our MCMC calculations preserves the sensitivity that
the peak formation mechanism has to the outflow condi-
tions, therefore we cannot rule out the ability of colder
conditions to be consistent with the presented mass mea-
surements since they could form a peak from features at
higher neutron numbers. Nevertheless, the overall con-
sistency of mass prediction trends from hot conditions
with measurements across six isotopic chains reinforces
previous hints that hot outflows are favored [16].

Importantly, our measurements further characterize
the mass surface in the neutron-rich lanthanide region
where nuclear structure features consequential to the r
process may be lurking. Several theoretical models pre-
dict different onsets of nuclear deformation in this region
[43–45] (see also Figure 6 of [46]) which in turn produces
distinct trends in the mass surface [47, 48]. Since nu-
cleosynthetic outcomes are sensitive to nuclear features
which enhance the stability of nuclei relative to their
neighbors, mass surface trends are of critical importance
in determining r-process abundance features such as the
rare-earth peak. Therefore, since investigations of criti-
cal nuclei —such as the new Ce−Pr isotopes considered
in this work— are key to mapping out lanthanide nuclear

structure, our new precision mass measurements serve to
constrain the nature of the lanthanide production which
enriched our solar system.
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